PARAGON Deployment Manager 12

Cost-effective centralized deployment to bare-metal, dissimilar hardware with minimum time and resources

- Time saving automated deployment process
- User-friendly interface and ease of setup
- Multicast to multiple machines with minimal traffic
- Bare-metal restores to dissimilar hardware
- Scripting engine for added flexibility and automation

Key Business Scenarios

OS migration via deployment. Upgrade an entire computer park to the latest OS through centralized deployment.

Fully-automated cyclic deployment for system builders. Deploy new bare-metal computers started up from bootable media or over the network. Initiate the process at the current session stage and complete in the next cycle to boost productivity.

Scheduled deployment for educational facilities. Regular update of desktops in computer training classes or internet cafés, automated in-bulk orchestration of machines for staff use.

What's new in Deployment Manager 12

- Wix-based installer that speeds up and streamlines the installation process
- New Join-to-Domain post-configuration scenario
- Encrypted backup data support
- Raw backup data support

Key challenges:

- Deploy hundreds of bare-metal, dissimilar systems from one image
- Refresh desktops and laptops quickly and efficiently

Key benefits:

- High-performance resource-saving deployment: hundreds of machines across the network are processed simultaneously via multicasting, automatically switching to unicasting or constant-casting when more efficient
- Various deployment options: remote or on-site, manual or fully-automated, scheduled or cyclic client- or server-driven deployments
- Getting ready for deployment: client machines are started up from custom bootable media or via the network
- Post-deployment customization: specific client hardware adoption (storage and NIC drivers injection); Paragon's scripting for an optimal working environment

Target environment

Microsoft Windows 7 SP1 to Windows 10

Licensing

DM 12 is licensed in packs based on a maximum allowed number of seats. Contact us for a quote!

Since 1994, Paragon Software Group has delivered a wide range of software tools, solutions, and technologies. Our offerings range from low-level storage management and file system drivers to safekeeping and recovery of operational, business, and user data across heterogeneous platforms and environments.